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(SL33.0) THE DILITHIUM
CRYSTAL ASTEROID
(Y165) by John Aitken, Florida

In the far corner of the galaxy, an asteroid is discov-
ered that has thousands of dilithium crystals just waiting
to for someone to take them. Several empires dispatch
“research fleets” to the scene.

NOTE: This is a huge free-for-all with up to eight
fleets. The scenario is made more challenging, however,
by the need to recover crystals from the asteroid.

(SL33.1) NUMBER OF PLAYERS: 2 to 6 or more

(SL33.2) INITIAL SETUP
TERRAIN: The dilithium crystal asteroid (P3.4) is in

hex 2215; see (SL33.45) and (SL33.46).
FLEETS: Each player selects an empire and deploys

his fleet at one of the set up points described below. No
players are bound by any alliance to any other players;
players may form temporary or permanent alliances dur-
ing the scenario.

Each fleet is deployed within two hexes of one of
the following points: 2201, 0808, 0815, 0822, 2229, 3622,
3615, and 3608. Ships arrive with any heading at the
option of the owning player, Speed 10, WS-III.

Each fleet can be composed of up to 1,500 points of
ships (including modifications); each fleet must include
at least 10 ships, not counting PFs. Freighters, moni-
tors, and bases cannot be used. PFs and shuttles can-
not begin the game on the board but must begin on board
or docked to an appropriate ship. In building a fleet,
shuttlecraft cannot be added or used to replace fighters.

YEAR: Players should select a year before setting
up the scenario. This will define the availability of ships,
refits, fighters, drone speeds, and other items. Y165 is
assumed if no other year is selected.

(SL33.3) LENGTH OF SCENARIO: The scenario con-
tinues until all forces belonging to all players have been
destroyed, captured, or have disengaged.

(SL33.4) SPECIAL RULES
(SL33.41) MAP: The map is fixed; it does not float. Any
unit leaving the map has disengaged and cannot return.
Shuttles and PFs cannot leave the map unless on board
or docked to an appropriate ship. Towing such units by
tractor is not acceptable. All ships can disengage in any
direction.
(SL33.42) SHUTTLES AND PFs: All shuttles and PFs
have warp booster packs if the year selected allows them.
Mega-packs are available.

(SL33.421) MRS shuttles may be purchased [up to
the limits in (J8.5)] under (SL33.431) if the year se-
lected allows their use.
(SL33.422) If using electronic warfare fighters, use
the standard deployment patterns (one electronic
warfare fighter for each squadron of eight or more
fighters) for electronic warfare fighters.
(SL33.423) If PFs are used, they can appear as a
full flotilla including a leader and scout, or as indi-
vidual casual PFs carried on mech-links and not in-
cluding a leader or scout, or as a mix of both. Ca-
sual PFs can be any available type except for a
leader or scout.

(SL33.43) COMMANDER’S OPTION ITEMS
(SL33.431) Each ship can purchase additional or
special equipment as Commander’s Option Items
(e.g., T-bombs, extra Marines, etc.) up to 20% of its
Combat BPV. See (S3.2) for details and exceptions.
(SL33.432) If one or more drone-using empires is
selected, drone speeds will depend on the year se-
lected for the scenario.

Each drone-armed ship can purchase special
drones up to the historical percentages appropriate
to that empire as part of the Commander’s Option
Items. Note that (S3.2) allows drone ships extra
points for this purpose.
(SL33.433) If players wish to use the optional rules
for Prime Teams (G32.0), they can purchase such
teams (25 points each) as part of their starting forces
(not part of Commander’s Options).

(SL33.44) REFITS are available depending on the year
selected.
(SL33.45) ASTEROID: The point of the scenario is to
obtain crystals from the asteroid.

(SL33.451) Ships and PFs cannot land on the as-
teroid.
(SL33.452) Boarding parties cannot land on the as-
teroid. There is no combat on the surface of the as-
teroid.

(SL33.46) DILITHIUM CRYSTALS: There are 150 crys-
tals on the asteroid.

(SL33.461) Crystals can be retrieved from the as-
teroid by transporter or shuttle. Each transporter can
recover one point of crystals per use; each shuttle
can recover two points if it lands on the asteroid and
returns to its ship (or a ship of an allied fleet, but in
that case the crystals will belong to the ship, not the
shuttle).
(SL33.462) Crystals on board destroyed ships of
shuttles remain in the hex where their carrier was
destroyed and can be recovered by transporter.
(SL33.463) Crystals already recovered by another
player can be “stolen” by hit-and-run raids (each
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grabbing one crystal), by capturing the enemy ship,
or by towing an enemy shuttle into one of your shuttle
bays (G7.8) and using the procedures in (D7.63) to
capture it.

(SL33.5) VICTORY CONDITIONS: Victory is determined
by the number of points of crystals each fleet recovers.
The player with the most crystals is in first place; the
player with the next highest total is second and so on.

(SL33.6) VARIATIONS: The scenario can be played
again under different conditions by making one or more
of the following changes:
(SL33.61) Place asteroid counters in hexes 1612, 1615,
1618, 1911, 1914, 1917, 1920, 2209, 2212, 2218, 2221,
2511, 2514, 2517, 2520, 2812, 2815, and 2818. These
are plain asteroids, not crystal ones.
(SL33.62) Place asteroids as above, but roll a die for
each and and move it one hex in that direction.
(SL33.63) Take three planet counters, six mine counters,
and 12 asteroid counters. Turn them upside down and
shuffle them thoroughly. Discard two without looking at
them. Deploy the remaining 19 as per (SL33.61) or
(SL33.62). The planet counters are crystal asteroids (with
50 crystals each), the mines are neutronic bombs that
explode with the force of a 100-point ship explosion, and
the asteroids are asteroids. Counters are exposed when
a ship (not a PF or shuttle) enters a hex adjacent to them;
mines explode immediately upon discovery.

(SL33.7) BALANCE: The scenario can be balanced
between players of different skill levels by one or more
of the following:
(SL33.71) Vary the number of points each player gets to
assemble his fleet with a better player having fewer points
while a weaker player gets more points.
(SL33.72) Have each player bid a number of points for
each empire, with the low bidder on each empire play-
ing it (with the number of points he bid). If one player
wins with two or more empires, he must take the empire
he bid lowest on; his bid is cancelled on the other em-
pires.

(SL33.8) TACTICS: Obviously, an alliance with some of
the other players is critical to success. And yet, such an
alliance is difficult to manage. If you ally with an adja-
cent player, he would be in position to fire on you at short
range, betraying (and destroying) you. Alternatively, an
alliance with someone on the other side of the asteroid
means that you must drop a shield facing him to use
transporters, an invitation to a doublecross.

(SL33.9) PLAYTESTERS COMMENTS: This is an ex-
cuse for a free-for-all, but it is fun!


